Your involvement in the Student Veterans Association is critical to your growth as a student. In the SVA you'll find a community of fellow veterans who work to serve one another. To learn more e-mail sva@du.edu

GRADUATE GI BILL USER APPLICATION CHECKLIST

This checklist is for graduate GI Bill users applying to the University of Denver. This checklist is designed to assist GI Bill users who are entering graduate school. There are two parts, each checkpoint in their respective section may be done in any order.

Gi Bill Initiation Checklist

BEGIN THE DU APPLICATION

- Begin your graduate application here.

GI BILL ACTIVATION/TRANSFER

- If you are a first time GI Bill user follow this link:
  - First Time GI Bill User
- If you are transferring your benefit from another school follow this link:
  - Change Your GI Bill School

*You may want to wait to complete this step until you have received your admissions letter.

NOTIFY DU OF YOUR INTENT TO USE GI BILL

- DU requires that you notify our VA Certifying Official of your intent to use GI Bill. Please follow the link below and fill out the Application for Veteran Benefits at DU. Then save, sign, and e-mail it to vacertify@du.edu. or hand deliver to Veterans Services or the VA Certifying Official.
  - Intent to Use Veterans Benefits at DU

*You may want to wait to complete this step until you have received your admissions letter.

INSURANCE

DU and Veterans Services do recommend that you waive DU’s health insurance, however if you have coverage through the VA or your reserve unit, you may waive DU’s coverage. Note, you must be able to provide proof of coverage.

- The HCC link below provides further guidance.
  - Health and Counseling Center

GET INVOLVED - STUDENT VETERANS ASSOCIATION

Your involvement in the Student Veterans Association is critical to your growth as a student. In the SVA you’ll find a community of fellow veterans who work to serve one another. To learn more e-mail sva@du.edu

Notes: